RG5889: Silvernail, Lillie Day, 1867-1951

Scrapbook: 1907-1940
Scottsbluff, Scotts Bluff County, Neb.:
Size: 1 volume

What will I find in this collection?

RG5889.AM: The collection consists of scrapbook/binder compiled by Lillie Day Silvernail. The bulk of the items in the scrapbook relate to Silvernail’s service in the Nebraska Rebekah Assembly, I.O.O.F. Items date from 1907-1940 and include newspaper clippings, event/meeting programs, a few minutes of meetings and snapshots of group members.

How do I find more detailed information about this collection?

This cover sheet is the only finding aid available for the collection.

What restrictions govern the use of this collection?

Related materials at the Nebraska State Historical Society:

It is the responsibility of the patron to pursue permission and copyright issues prior to publication.

**Not all collections are available for immediate use. Contact the reference staff for further information.**